
Welcome Message
Day 0 (sent on opt-in)

Hi Flo here. To help
your healthcare team
make decisions about
your care whilst you're

self-isolating at home I'll
be asking you daily
about how you're

feeling.

Daily Symptom
Question Days 1-14 @

10am

Hi its Flo Please could
you tell me how you

feel today compared to
yesterday? Reply FEEL
& 1-BETTER  2-SAME
3-WORSE E.g FEEL1

or if you're MUCH
WORSE Reply MUCH

Reminder sent after 2
hours

(if no response)

Hi, if you've not replied
yet, I'd still like to know

how you feel today?
Reply FEEL & 1-

BETTER  2-SAME 3-
WORSE E.g FEEL1 or

if you're MUCH
WORSE Reply MUCH

Reply FEEL 1
(BETTER)

Thanks, that's great to
hear! Please remember

that even with no
symptoms you may still
be contagious & so it's
vital you to continue to
self-isolate as directed

Reply FEEL 2
(SAME)

Thanks, hopefully your
symptoms will improve

soon. Remember to
keep a safe distance

from other members of
your household even
when you start feeling

better. Flo

Reply FEEL 3
(WORSE)

Thanks, I am sorry to
hear that you're feeling

worse, If you
experiencing severe

symptoms contact 111
online, or call them if
you're unable to get

online. Flo

Protocol: DEMO ELFT COVID-19 Daily Qs
Daily questions for 7 days @ 10am + 1
reminder for patients with Confirmed

Diagnosis of COVID-19

Reply MUCH
(MUCH WORSE)

(Alert Email Trigger)

Ok If you have difficulty
breathing, high

temperature, confusion
& are unable to focus
on tasks you should

contact 111 on-line or if
no access, please call

111

Day 0 @ 6pm Signposting to latest self-isolation
guidance

Hi its Flo. For the latest stay at home guidance from
Public Health England visit

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-
19-stay-at-home-guidance

Day 8 @ 10am
Evaluation Prompt

Hi,	we	hope	you
have	found	Flo's

service	useful	whilst
self-isolating.	You'll
shortly	be	asked	3
questions	about	your
experience	&	we'd
value	your	feedback.

Day 8 @ 10.02 am
Evaluation Q1

Were	you	able	to
self-isolate	for	the	full
recommended	time
period	with	Flo's

help?	Reply	AA1	for
YES	or	AA2	for	NO.

Day 8 @ 10.04 am
Evaluation Q2

Did	you	find	Flo's
support	reassuring

whilst	self
isolating?	Reply	BB1
for	YES	or	BB2	for

NO

Day 8 @ 10.06 am
Evaluation Q3

Would	you
recommend	Flo	to
others	who	need	to
self-isolate	with

symptoms	of	COVID
19?	Reply	CC1	for
YES	or	CC2	for	NO

Reply Evaluation Q3

Many	thanks	for	your
responses,	they're
really	appreciated
and	will	help	us	to
improve	the	service.

Take	care,	Flo


